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1. Introduction

patient's recovery during the rehabilitation program,
and (III) Rehabilitation strategies using robotic systems provide simultaneous and coordinated actuation
of the patient's joints. This study deals with designing
a controller for an exoskeleton rehabilitation robot,
which can perform di erent passive, assistive, and
resistive therapeutic exercises.
One of the major challenges in robotic rehabilitation systems is designing a stable and safe controller. In
these systems, due to the physical interaction between
the robot and the patient during the treatment programs, the safety is an important concern that should
be provided well via the controller design. Besides, the
nonlinearities and uncertainties involved in the robot
dynamics interacting with the patient's limb should be
taken into account to guarantee the stability as well as
to achieve desirable tracking performance [3].

Nonlinear robust
adaptive control;
Adaptive gain SMC;
Admittance control;
Rehabilitation;
Exoskeleton robot.

for exoskeleton rehabilitation robots. The proposed controller has robustness against
uncertainties of dynamic parameters using an adaptation law. Furthermore, an adaptive
Sliding Mode Control (SMC) scheme is employed in the control law to provide robustness
against disturbances (non-parametric uncertainties) with unknown bounds. For this
purpose, another adaptation law is de ned for the variation of the SMC gain. The
proposed scheme is augmented with an admittance control method to provide the patient
with compliance during interaction with the rehabilitation robot. The stability of the
proposed controller and the tracking performance of the system are proven using the
Lyapunov stability theorem. To verify the e ectiveness of the proposed control method,
some simulations are conducted for a nonlinear lower-limb exoskeleton robot interacting
with a patient leg via some braces. Based on the obtained results, the controller is able to
provide the patient with a exibility and it appropriately responds to their non-compliant
interaction torques. Moreover, the proposed controller signi cantly reduces the chattering
of the input torques in comparison with a previous adaptive control method with a constant
SMC gain, while it maintains a similar tracking performance.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

In recent years, utilizing robotic systems for the rehabilitation and physical therapy has gained signi cant
attention [1]. Recovery from muscle weakness and
impairment in motor control requires appropriate rehabilitation programs [2]. The robotic rehabilitation has
some bene ts over the conventional manual rehabilitation, such as: (I) Robots can easily perform repetitive
therapeutic exercises, (II) Employing di erent sensors
in robotic systems enables either accurate exertion of
torques/forces or precise quantitative evaluation of the
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The exoskeleton is a speci c type of robot manipulators worn by a human operator such that it can
move along with human limb. Robotic rehabilitation
is one of the major applications of the exoskeletons [4].
Recently, a considerable amount of research has been
conducted to address the challenges involved in controlling the rehabilitation robots. In order to realize
therapeutic exercises using robots, di erent control
strategies such as position control [5], hybrid positionforce control [6], and impedance [1,7-9] or admittance
[10-12] control have been proposed.
Among recent works, Nef et al. presented a
PD controller for the arm-therapy robot ARMin [13]
using an inverse dynamic model. Rahman et al. [14]
used a computed torque method to control a 7DOF exoskeleton robot. In [15], a PD Sliding Mode
Control (SMC) was proposed with a gain scheduling
mechanism. The SMC method with an Exponential
Reaching Law (ERL) was also employed in [16] to
improve the tracking performance of the robot. A fuzzy
approximation-based adaptive back-stepping control
scheme [17] was used for an upper-limb exoskeleton
to study the tracking performance in the presence of
uncertainties and/or external disturbances. In [18],
besides the robot uncertainties, the uncertain human
limb's dynamics were taken into account for designing
an adaptive learning controller for a rehabilitation
exoskeleton. A neural network-based controller [19]
using both full-state and output feedback was suggested to approximate the unknown exoskeleton model
and improve robustness of the system by compensation
for the dynamic uncertainties. A model-free adaptive
sliding mode scheme was proposed in [20] based on
the input/output measurement data of the controlled
plant without using the system model in the controller's
structure. In this study, only the interaction torque (as
the input data ) and the exoskeleton velocity (as the
output data ) were used to design the controller [20].
According to the above-mentioned works, different model-free control methods [15-20] have been
suggested without taking the dynamics of the exoskeleton robot into account. On the other hand, some
model-based controllers [13,14] have been presented for
exoskeleton rehabilitation robots considering dynamics
of the nonlinear system and the physical interaction
between the robot and human. However, the e ects of
modeling uncertainties have not been studied in [13,14],
which should be taken into account in realistic systems
due to (I) model mismatches and (II) unknown disturbances.
Ayas et al. [21] proposed a Fractional Order PID
(FOPID) controller to improve the trajectory tracking
performance of an ankle rehabilitation robot. They
showed superiority of the optimally tuned FOPID
controller to the optimally tuned PID controller. They
also designed a fuzzy logic based adaptive admit-
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tance control scheme for the same rehabilitation robot
in [22]. The designed control scheme could adapt the
resistance/assistance level according to the patient's
disability level by utilizing the combination of position
and admittance control laws in passive and active
exercises.
Azimi et al. [23] presented a nonlinear robust
model reference adaptive impedance controller for an
active prosthetic leg. They used both adaptive and
robust (sliding mode) control terms to provide robustness against uncertain parameters and variations of the
ground reaction force, respectively. Additionally, they
introduced a boundary layer for the sliding surface
in [23] not only to make compromise between the
control chattering and tracking performance, but also
to bound the parameter adaptation to prevent unfavorable parameter drifts. In another study [24], they
used a prediction-error term in addition to the trackingerror term in the parameter adaptation law to improve
the tracking performance. Some recent applications of
the impedance/admittance control methods in medical
robotics have been introduced and studied in [25-27].
In the present work, a nonlinear robust adaptive
sliding mode admittance controller is proposed for
the lower-limb exoskeleton rehabilitation robots. The
following characteristics are considered in this study for
designing the control strategy:
 A nonlinear controller is proposed and augmented
with the admittance control theory to provide the
patient with exibility (compliance) and decrease
the interaction forces between the robot and the
patient limb;
 An adaptation law is presented for updating the
estimation of robot dynamic parameters (used in the
control law) to provide robustness against parametric uncertainties;
 A Sliding Mode Control (SMC) scheme is utilized
to achieve robust performance in the presence of unknown external disturbances and force measurement
errors (non-parametric uncertainties);
 Another adaptation law is employed for tuning the
SMC gain during the operation based on absolute
value of tracking error (i.e., distance from the
sliding surface). Using this feature, the proposed
strategy attains some advantages over the previously
presented robust adaptive control scheme [23,24,28],
such as: (I) The controller intelligently adapts to the
bounds of non-parametric uncertainties without any
requirements for initial identi cation or estimation
of their bounds, and (II) the chattering phenomenon
in the input control torques is signi cantly improved.
Simulation results show that the proposed controller has a similar tracking performance to a constant
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gain SMC scheme [28], but signi cantly smoother
control input torques and much better convergence
to the sliding surface. Furthermore, the admittance
controller can appropriately handle the non-compliant
involuntary human limb interactions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the nonlinear dynamic models of a multiDOF lower-limb rehabilitation robot and the patient
(human) limb are presented. Section 3 deals with
the design of the nonlinear robust adaptive sliding
mode admittance controller and the stability analysis.
The e ectiveness of the proposed control strategy is
evaluated through some simulations in Section 4, in
comparison with a previous adaptive control method
with a constant SMC gain. Finally, the concluding
remarks are expressed in Section 5.

2. Nonlinear dynamic modeling
As mentioned in Section 1, a controller is designed
in this study for an exoskeleton robot, which can
perform therapeutic exercises. The robot has physical
interaction with the patient's lower limb to implement
di erent therapeutic exercises (including passive, assistive, and resistive ones). The dynamics of an n-link
exoskeleton robotic system along with the human limb
dynamics are modeled as follows:
MR (qR )qR + CR (qR ; q_R )q_R + GR (qR ) = R

+dist

int ;

(1)

MH (qH )qH + CH (qH ; q_H )q_H + GH (qH ) = H + int ;
(2)

where Eq. (1) describes the exoskeleton robot dynamics
and Eq. (2) corresponds to the human limb dynamics.
For brevity, the subscript x is used in some parts of
this paper, where for the robot: x = R and for the
human: x = H . qx , q_x qx 2 Rn are position, velocity,
and acceleration vectors in the joint space, respectively.
Mx 2 Rnn is the symmetric positive de nite inertia
matrix. Cx q_x 2 Rn denotes the Centripetal and
Coriolis forces, and Gx 2 Rn is the gravitational torque
in the joint space. R 2 Rn and H 2 Rn are
the generated torques by the robotic system and the
human limb, respectively. int denotes the vector of the
interaction torque between the exoskeleton robot and
the human limb, and dist is the vector of disturbance
torques acting on the robot.
In this paper, a 2-DOF lower-limb exoskeleton
rehabilitation robot has been taken into account for
the evaluation of the proposed controller. This 2-DOF
robot can accomplish therapeutic exercises on hip and
knee joints of the human leg. Figure 1 illustrates a
schematic representation of the human-robot system.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a 2-DOF

lower-limb exoskeleton rehabilitation robot interacting
with the human limb.

The di erences between the robot and the human
joints' angular positions have been shown in Figure 1
exaggeratedly.
According to Figure 1, the robot can move its
links by exerting torques in joints 1 and 2. Moreover,
the interaction forces are applied to the human limb
via the braces 1 and 2. It is assumed that the rotation
axes of the robot's joint 1 and the human hip joint are
coincident. Lx;1 and Lx;2 denote the lengths of the rst
and second robot links/human limbs, respectively. Lb;1
and Lb;2 represent distances of the braces 1 and 2 from
the joints 1 and 2, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, dynamics of the robot
and the human limb are interconnected through the
interactions forces at two contact points (i.e., the braces
1 and 2), which are measured by force sensors.
Regarding the corresponding torque arms of the
interaction forces around the joints, the equivalent
interaction torques at the joints 1 and 2 are expressed
as:
int;1 = Lb;1 Fint;1 + (Lb;2 + LR;1 cos qR;1 )Fint;2 ; (3)
int;2 = Lb;2 Fint;2 :

(4)

The inertia matrix for the 2-DOF exoskeleton robot
(used in Eq. (1)) is obtained as:




11 M12
MR = M
M21 M22 ;

M11 =I1 + I2 + m1 Lc21 + m2 L21 + m2 Lc22

+ 2m2 L1 Lc2 cos(q2 );
M12 = I2 + m2 Lc22 + m2 L1 Lc2 cos(q_2 );
M21 = I2 + m2 Lc22 + m2 L1 Lc2 cos(q2 );
M22 = I2 + m2 Lc22 :

(5)
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The matrix CR 2 R22 in Eq. (1) is also determined
as:


11 C12 ;
CR = C
C21 C22
C11 = 2m2 L1 Lc2 q_2 sin(q2 );





R21

(6)
is stated as

I =

q2 ) + L1 sin(q1 )

+ m1 gLc1 sin(q1 );
g2 = m2 gLc2 sin(q1

sin(q1
YIII = gg sin(
q1



g1 =m2 g Lc2 sin(q1

q2 ):

(7)

MR (qR )qR + CR (qR ; q_R )q_R + GR (qR )

= Y (qR ; q_R ; qR );
(8)
where  2 R`1 is the vector of unknown parameters (` indicates the number of unknown parameters
in robot dynamics). The matrix Y (qR ; q_R ; qR ) 2
Rn` is the so-called regressor matrix, consisting
of known functions of the signals qR , q_R , and qR .
The regressor matrix Y and the vector of unknown
parameters  for the 2-DOF exoskeleton robot
(shown in Figure 1) can be rewritten as follows.
Note that the matrix Y and, correspondingly, the
vector  have been partitioned into three parts as
(The superscript T denotes the transpose operator.):
Y = [YI ; YII ; YIII ]212 ;

T = [TI ; TII ; TIII ]112 ;

(9)

III



0 0
q2
2 7



q_22 sin q2
0


0
q_12 sin q2 23

q2 ) g sin q1
q2 )
0 22

8
2
2
29
>
>I1 + I2 + m1 Lc1 + m2 L1 + m2 Lc2 >
>
>
>
>
>
2m2 L1 Lc2
>
>
>
>
>
>
2
>
>
I2 + m2 Lc2
<
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

II =

Similar matrices and vectors are de ned for the human
limb's dynamics (Eq. (2)).
Moreover, the matrices MR and CR in Eq. (1)
have the following properties:
 Property 1 [29]: The matrix MR is symmetric and
positive de nite.
 Property 2 [29]: The matrix (MR 2CR ) is skewsymmetric.
 Property 3 [29]: The left side of the dynamic
equation (1) can be linearly parameterized in terms
of unknown parameters:

q2
0 0

q2 cos q2
0
q1
q1 cos q2
YII = q_1 q_2 0sin q2

C21 = m2 L1 Lc2 q_1 sin(q2 );

The gravitational torque vector G 2
follows:
 
GR = gg1 ;
2

q2
YI = q01 q1 cos
0



C12 = m2 L1 Lc2 q_2 sin(q2 );
C22 = 0:
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8
<
:


m2 L1 Lc2
I2 + m2 Lc22
m2 L1 Lc2
I2 + m2 Lc22

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

7; 1

9
1m2 L1 Lc2 =

m2 L1 Lc2
m2 L1 Lc2 ;31


2 Lc2
= m Lm+
2 1 m1 Lc1 21

(10)

3. Nonlinear robust adaptive sliding mode
admittance controller
In this section, the proposed control strategy is designed and the stability of the controlled closed-loop
system is analyzed. The proposed controller pursues
the following goals: (I) providing a exible physical
interaction between the robot and the human limb,
which is realized via an admittance control law in the
proposed structure, and (II) achieving the tracking performance and the stability in the presence of parametric
uncertainties (i.e., uncertain system parameters) and
bounded disturbances (e.g., external unknown torques
exerted to robot and/or the measurement error of the
interaction torques). To this end, an adaptation law is
designed to estimate the system parameters along with
an SMC controller. In addition, the controller bene ts
from another adaptation law for adjusting the SMC
gain during the operation in order to eliminate the
requirement for knowing or estimating the bounds of
disturbances and/or measurement errors, and to avoid
the undesired chattering in the input torques.

3.1. Admittance control strategy

The desired admittance model for the interaction
between the exoskeleton rehabilitation robot and the
human is de ned in the joint space as:
c ;
Mm qem + Cm qe_ + Km qe = bint

(11)
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c is the vector of measured interaction torques
where bint
after the compensation for the human's inertia and
gravitation e ects. It is desired for the admittance
model to have reactions in response to the activation
c is used in Eq. (11)
of human muscles. Therefore, bint
as an estimation of generated torques in human joints
resulting from the activation of muscles (without the
human's inertia and gravity torques). Mm 2 Rnn ,
Cm 2 Rnn ; and Km 2 Rnn are the constant positive impedance matrices denoting the desired inertia,
damping, and sti ness properties, respectively. These
admittance parameters can be adjusted in di erent
rehabilitation scenarios in order to achieve the desired
human exibility qem in response to the interaction
c . In other words, qe = q
torques bint
qd is the
m
m
error vector of the admittance model's response (or
the admissible human deviation) with respect to the
desired trajectory qd in the joint space. Accordingly,
qm is the admittance model's response that should be
tracked by the robot, and qd is the desired trajectory
that is initially designed to be tracked in the absence
c = 0, then q = q ).
of the interaction torques (if bint
m
d
The sti ness matrix Km realizes a spring behavior
between the robot qm and the desired qd trajectory.
However, only using Km in the admittance model may
generate undesirable oscillations. To solve this issue,
the inertia Mm and damping Cm matrices are taken
into account. Increasing Mm and Cm will result in
smoother variations of qm (with respect to qd ), but
reduces the agility of the admittance response qm to
non-compliant human limb's torques.
Now, a rst-order sliding surface S 2 R(n1) is
de ned as:
S = qe_ + qe;
qe = qR qm ;
(12)
where  is a positive constant, and qe is the error vector

of the exoskeleton robot con guration with respect to
the admittance model's response qm . The reference
velocity and its time derivative (reference acceleration)
are also stated as:
q_r = q_m qe;
qr = qm qe_ :
(13)
Then, the sliding surface, S , and its time derivative
S_ can be rewritten in terms of the above-mentioned
reference velocity and acceleration as:
S = q_R

q_r ;

S_ = qR

qr :

(14)

3.2. Nonlinear control and adaptation laws

The proposed controller for the exoskeleton rehabilitation robot is motivated by the nonlinear adaptive
control theory [30], the SMC scheme [31], and the
impedance/admittance control theory [32] via employing an adaptive gain SMC technique. The block diagram of the proposed nonlinear adaptive SMC method
for human-robot interaction is shown in Figure 2.
The nonlinear control law is de ned in the joint
space of the exoskeleton robot as follows:
cR qr + C
bR q_r + G
bR
R =M

KD S

KSMC sign(S ) + bint ;

(15)

where the accent b implies estimated values for the
matrices MR and CR and the vector GR . The vectors q_r
and qr were de ned in Eq. (13) as the reference velocity
and acceleration, respectively. The matrices KD 2
Rnn and KSMC 2 Rnn are chosen to be diagonal
matrices (the matrix KD is constant). sign(S ) is an
element-wise sign function of the sliding surface S and
bint is the measured interaction torque of compensation
for the actual interaction torque int in the dynamics

Figure 2. Block diagram representation of the proposed robust adaptive sliding mode admittance control with adaptation
law for SMC gain.
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in Eq. (1). The force sensors usually have highfrequency measurement noises that could be eliminated
by passing the signals through a low-pass lter [28];
however, this will generate a delay between the ltered
and original noisy signals. Therefore, the noise of force
sensors (without the ltration) and/or the delay of the
ltered signals will generate a bounded measurement
error. However, the controller should be robust against
the bounded di erence between the measured torque,
bint , and the actual interaction torque, int , and this
will be attained through using the proposed method via
online adjustment of the SMC gain KSMC in Eq. (15).
In the de ned control law (Eq. (15)), the terms
cR qr , C
bR q_R , and G
b R have parametric uncertainties.
M
In order to update the uncertain parameters in these
terms, they should be linearly parameterized similar to
cR qr + C
bR q_r + G
b R = Yr .
b The vector of
Eq. (8): M
b is also determined according
estimated parameters 
to the following adaptation law:
b_ =
(16)

Y T S;
r

where is chosen as a diagonal positive matrix. Yr is
equal to Y (in Eq. (8)), where q_R and qR are replaced
by q_r and qr , respectively.
The term KSMC sign(S ) in Eq. (15) corresponds
to the sliding mode control (SMC) scheme of the
proposed method that provides robustness against the
unstructured uncertainties (e.g., disturbances and/or
force measurement errors). Furthermore, an adaptation law for online adjustment of the SMC gain KSMC
is presented in terms of the absolute distance from the
sliding surface (S = 0) as:
d
d
k_ SMC
= jS j;
KSMC = diag(kSMC
);
(17)
where  2 Rnn is a constant diagonal matrix and j:j
gives an element-wise absolute value.
Using this adaptation law, the need to know
or estimate the bounds of disturbances and/or nonparametric uncertainties (model mismatch) is eliminated, as will be proven in the next section.

3.3. Lyapunov stability analysis

In this section, the stability of human-robot interaction
using the proposed control strategy and adaptation
laws is investigated in the presence of structured (parametric) and unstructured (non-parametric) uncertainties. To this end, the Lyapunov stability theorem and
the Barbalat's lemma [29] are employed. First, the
closed-loop dynamics are obtained by substitution of
the proposed control law (Eq. (15)) in the exoskeleton
robot dynamics (1), which yields:
cR qr + C
bR q_r + G
bR
MR qR + CR q_R + GR = M

KD S

KSMC sign(S ) + bint + dist
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Using Eq. (14), the above closed-loop dynamics can be
rewritten in terms of the sliding surface, S , and its time
derivative, S_ , as:
fR qr + C
eR q_r + G
eR
MR S_ + CR S = M

KD S

KSMC sign(S ) + int + dist ;

(19)

fR = M
cR
where M
MR , CeR = CbR CR , and
GeR = GbR GR . Furthermore, int denotes the
bounded error between the actual int and measured
bint interaction torques.
Moreover, using a linear parameterization similar
to that presented in Eq. (8), the closed-loop dynamics
in Eq. (19) can be expressed as follows:
b KD S
MR S_ + CR S = Yr (qR ; q_r ; qr )

KSMC sign(S ) + int + dist ;

(20)

where Yr represents the regressor matrix in terms of the
robot position vector qR , the reference velocity q_r , and
b denotes the estimation
acceleration qr . The vector 
vector of unknown robot parameters.
For the stability analysis, the following Lyapunov
function candidate is chosen:
1
1 eT 1 e

V = S T MS + 
2
2
1 d
d
+ (kSMC
kB )T  1 (kSMC
kB );
(21)
2
d
where kSMC
2 Rn1 is the vector of diagonal components of the matrix KSMC and kB 2 Rn1 is de ned as
the sum of upper bounds of the absolute disturbances
and the torque measurement error:
kB  jdist j + jint j;

(22)

where j:j gives the element-wise absolute value of the
vectors.
Using Properties 1 and 2 introduced in Section 2,
the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is obtained as follows:
T
e_
V_ = S T M S_ + 

1 +(
d
d
e
k_ SMC
)T  1 (kSMC

kB ):
(23)

Utilizing the nal closed-loop dynamics (Eq. (20)),
Eq. (23) can be rewritten as:
e S T KD S
V_ =S T Yr (qR ; q_r ; qr )

S T KSMC sign(S ) + S T int + S T dist
int :
(18)

T
e_
+

1
T
1 d
e + (k_ d
SMC )  (kSMC

kB ): (24)
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Since the unknown system parameters are constant/
e_ = .
b_
time-invariant (_ = 0), then 
Therefore, based on the adaptation law in Eq. (16)
for parameters estimation, V_ is simpli ed to:
V_ = S T KD S S T KSMC sign(S ) + S T int
d
d
+ S T dist + (k_ SMC
)T  1 (kSMC

k B ):

(25)

Furthermore, substituting the presented adaptation
d
law in Eq. (17) for variation of the SMC gain (k_ SMC
)
in Eq. (25) gives:
V_ = S T KD S S T KSMC sign(S ) + S T int
d
+ S T dist + jS jT kSMC

jS jT kB :

(26)

Lemma 1. The terms S T KSMC sign(S ) and
d
jS jT kSMC
in Eq. (26) are equivalent.

d
Proof 1. Since kSMC
is the vector of diagonal ele-

d
ments of the matrix KSMC , one can write kSMC
=
KSMC f1gn1 , where f1gn1 is the vector of which all
elements are 1. In addition, the vector jS jT can be
rewritten as jS jT = S T diag(sign(S )). Therefore, the
d
term jS jT kSMC
can be rewritten as follows:
d
= S T diag(sign(S ))KSMC f1gn1 :
jS jT kSMC

(27)

As the matrices diag(sign(S )) and KSMC are both
diagonal, based on the commutative property of multiplication, it is obtained that:
d
jS jT kSMC
= S T kSMC diag(sign(S ))f1gn1
= S T KSMC sign(S ):
(28)
Employing Lemma 1, Eq. (26) is simpli ed to:
V_ = S T KD S + S T int + S T dist jS jT kB : (29)

Finally, because Eq. (22) stated that kB  jdist j +
jint j, it is concluded that V_ < 0.
Consequently, the Lyapunov function candidate
(Eq. (21)) is positive de nite (V  0) and its time
derivative (Eq. (29)) is negative semi-de nite (V_  0).
Moreover, V is bounded and based on the Barbalat
lemma [29], V_ ! 0 as t ! 1. As a result, S !
0 as t ! 1 and since the sliding surface has stable
dynamics (Eq. (14)) in terms of the tracking error, it
can be stated that qe ! 0 as t ! 1. 
Therefore, the stability and tracking convergence
of the proposed controlled system as well as its robustness against di erent possible uncertainties are
proven. Note that in the proposed control strategy,
the system parameters and the bounds of disturbances
(or force/torque measurement error) can be completely
unknown via employing two adaptation laws (Eqs. (16)
and (17)).

4. Simulation results and discussion
For the purpose of evaluation, two di erent
admittance-based controllers including the proposed
method are implemented for a nonlinear 2-DOF
lower-limb exoskeleton robot and compared with
each other. In the rst control strategy, a constant
value is chosen for the SMC robust gain, similar to
the robust adaptive approach presented in [28]. The
second controller is based on the proposed strategy in
this research in which the SMC gain is updated online
during the operation according to Eq. (17).
It is assumed that the exoskeleton robot applies
passive therapeutic exercise to the patient's lower
limbs. In this scenario, during the passive exercise,
sudden non-compliant torques from human limbs (due
to muscle re ex [33]) are exerted to the robotic system. Employing the proposed controller, the robotic
system should react properly to this involuntary limb
interaction.
The braces 1 and 2 (shown in Figure 1) are
modeled by mechanical elements such as the spring
and damper. During the motion, there will be small
di erences in angular positions and velocities (qy and
q_y , respectively) between the robot and the human.
Therefore, the interaction forces can be modeled as
a function of these position and velocity di erences.
The interaction force resulting from the brace 1 can be
modeled as follows:
Fint;1 = Kb Lb;1 q1 + Cb Lb;1 q_1
q1 = q1;R

q1;H ;

q_1 = q_1;R

q_1;H ;

(30)

where Kb and Cb are the sti ness and damper properties of the brace 1, respectively. Through geometrical
considerations, the interaction force at the brace 2 can
be represented as:
Fint;2 =Kb (Lb;2 q2 + Lb;1 q1 )

+ Cb (Lb;2 q_2 + Lb;1 q_1 ):

(31)

In realistic experimental systems, these interaction
forces are measured by the force sensors. For simulations, the employed values for the human lower
limb's dynamic parameters are obtained from the
anthropometric data presented in [34] for the thigh
and shank. The human subject is considered to have a
weight of mH = 75 kg and a height of hH = 1:75 m.
Accordingly, the dynamic parameters of human limbs
in terms of human weight and height, the exoskeleton
robot parameters, and properties of contact points
(braces) are listed in Table 1.
To simulate a therapeutic exercise, a desired
circular trajectory is considered to be tracked by
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Table 1. Dynamic parameters of the human limb and exoskeleton robot, and properties of their contact points (braces).
Human lower-limb
Thigh parameters
Value
Shank parameters
Value
LH;1
0:245hH
LH;2
0:246hH
LcH;1
mH;1
IH;1

Link 1 parameters
LR;1
LcR;1
mR;1
IR;1

Parameter
Lb;1
Kb

0:433LH;1
0:1mH
mH;1 (0:323LH;1 )2

LcH;2
mH;2
IH;2

LH;1

2
1
12 mR;1 LR;1

LR;2
LcR;2
mR;2
IR;2

2
1
12 mR;2 LR;2

0:9LR;1
N
3000 m

Lb;2
Cb

0:9LR;2
N
200 m=s

Exoskeleton robot
Value
Link 2 parameters
LR;1
2

1 kg

(

dist;k (t) =

for k = 1; 2

Ad t  tsd and t  ted
0 otherwise

(32)

The magnitude and time duration of the rst component of the disturbance torque dist;1 are assumed
as: Ad;1 = 15 Nm, tsd;1 = 4 s, and ted;1 = 4:5 s and for
the second component (dist;2 ), they are considered as:
Ad;2 = 15 Nm, tsd;2 = 5 s, and ted;2 = 5:5 s.
Furthermore, a non-compliant human limb's
torque is simulated to occur during the operation in
order to evaluate the admittance control scheme in
providing the human exibility (deviation from the desired trajectory in response to their exerted interaction
torque). This exibility enhances the human's safety
and decreases the magnitude of interaction torques.
The human interaction torque has an equivalent force
at the ankle that tracks the Cartesian reference trajeceq , where J is the Jacobian matrix
tory (int = J T Fint

Value
LH;2
LR;2
2

1 kg

Contact points parameters (brace)
Value
Parameter

the exoskeleton robot's end-e ector in the Cartesian
space, similar to some moving therapy tasks performed
through direct physical interaction with a therapist
(without any robot).
In the present simulations, a complete parametric
uncertainty for all robot parameters (with respect to
their real values) is assumed to exist. Furthermore,
bounded non-parametric uncertainties resulting from
un-modeled dynamics (e.g., friction), disturbances,
and torque measurement errors are considered in the
human-robot interaction system. The unknown nonparametric uncertainties are considered as two pulse
functions:

0:433LH;2
0:0465mH
mH;2 (0:302LH;2 )2

Value

of the human limb). Similar to disturbances, the
non-compliant human force is simulated using a pulse
function with the following general formula:
eq (t) =
Fint

(

AH t  tsH and t  teH
0
otherwise

(33)

where the amplitude and time duration of the human
force are considered as: AH = 100 N, tsH = 1:57s,
and teH = 1:67 s. Moreover, a bounded Gaussian noise
is added to the force signal to simulate measurement
errors [28].
The parameters of the proposed admittance
model in Eq. (11) are chosen as: Mm = diag([4; 4]),
Cm = diag([15; 15]), and Km = diag([5; 5]) to provide
the human with appropriate exibility. The rate
of the SMC adaptation in Eq. (17) is set to  =
diag([30; 30]) for updating the SMC gain in terms of
the absolute distance from the sliding surface (S ).
The other parameters of the controller are adjusted
as:  = diag([10; 10]),
= diag([30; 30]), and
KD = diag([10; 10]) by a try and error method to
obtain suitable tracking convergence and parameter
adaptation performances. Moreover, the \sign" function in the control law Eq. (15) may cause undesired
discontinuities and chattering in the control inputs.
Therefore, instead of sign(S ), the continuous function
tanh(10S ) is used in these simulations.
In Figure 3, the interaction torques between the
human limbs and the exoskeleton robot around joints
1 and 2 are shown with and without the admittance
model (with and without exibility). Note that without the admittance model in Eq. (11), the robot tracks
the desired primary joint trajectory qd . This primary
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Figure 3. The interaction torques with and without admittance model for the exibility: (a) Around joint 1 and (b)
around joint 2.

Figure 4. The desired primary joint trajectory (qd ) and
the admittance response (qm that should be tracked by
the exoskeleton robot using the proposed controller).

trajectory (qd ) and the response of the admittance
model (qm tracked by the robot using the proposed
controller) are illustrated in Figure 4. As seen in Figures 3 and 4, a non-compliant human interaction torque
produces a deviation in qm from the desired trajectory
qd . Figure 3 also shows that this deviation (qem = qm
qd ) reduces the magnitude of interaction torques, which
is desirable in physical human-robot interactions and
enhances the human (patient) compliant sense during
the rehabilitation process. Therefore, the admittance
parameters (i.e., Mm , Cm , and Km ) play an important
role to specify the level of compliance. In order to
realize di erent therapeutic exercises, the admittance
parameters should be adjusted appropriately based
on the rehabilitation task and the patient (human)
capabilities.
Using the second adaptation law in Eq. (17)
for the SMC gain, it is not needed to know the
bounds of disturbances and/or other non-parametric
uncertainties as proven in Section 3.3. Figure 5 shows
the variation of the SMC gain KSMC of the proposed
controller with respect to the time for the joints 1 and
2 of the exoskeleton robot.

Figure 5. Adaptation of the SMC gains using the

proposed controller for joints 1 and 2 of the exoskeleton
robot.

As seen in Figure 5, there is an increase in KSMC
in the beginning of controller operation, which is due
to the initial tracking error. Since the non-compliant
interaction (NC Int) torque starts at t = 1:57 s,
KSMC has another increase during this period. The
rst disturbance (Dist1 ) is exerted on the joint 1 at
t = 4 s and disturbance exertion is removed at t = 4:5 s;
therefore, KSMC is increased at these times (as there is
increase in sliding surface S ). Similar reasoning can be
applied to the e ect of the second disturbance (Dist2 )
on KSMC at times t = 5 s and t = 5:5 s.
In the rest of this section, results of the two
control methods are compared: ControllerI with
parameters adaptation and a constant SMC gain [28]
and ControllerII (the proposed strategy in this work)
with parameters adaptation and adaptive (varying)
SMC gain. For ControllerI , the constant SMC gain
is chosen to be KSMC = diag([15; 15]) to overcome the
upper bounds of the disturbance torque (that are less
than 15 Nm). The convergence of tracking errors using
both controllers is shown in Figure 6 for the joints 1
and 2 of the exoskeleton robot.
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Figure 6. Comparison of exoskeleton robot's trajectory tracking errors (qe = qR
error in joint 1, and (b) tracking error in joint 2.
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qm ) using two controllers: (a) Tracking

Figure 7. Comparison of distances from the sliding surface convergence using two controllers for (a) joint 1, and (b)
joint 2.

In this section, the superscripts (I) and (II) denote
two control strategies introduced previously. Figure 6
shows that the two controllers have similar tracking
performances; however, for quantitative
comparison,
R (j )
(j )
an index is de ned as T Pi = jqei jdt for the
controller j and the joint i. Accordingly, the de ned indices for the two controllers are determined as T P1(I ) =
4:217e 2 and T P1(II ) = 4:19e 2 for the joint 1, and
T P2(I ) = 6:642e 2 and T P2(II ) = 6:519e 2 for the
joint 2 of the robot. Thus, ControllerII (the proposed
strategy) has slightly better tracking performance than
ControllerI [28].
The distances from the sliding surface, S = 0, for
the joints 1 and 2, using the mentioned two controllers,
are illustrated in Figure 7. Based on Eq. (17), the SMC
gain in the proposed strategy (ControllerII ) increases
(Figure 5) in terms of the absolute distance from the
sliding surface (shown in Figure 7).
In order to quantify the convergence to the
sliding
R
surface, a similar index is de ned as SCi(j ) = js(ij ) jdt
for controller j and joint i. Consequently, the values
of this index for the two controllers are determined
as SC1(I ) = 0:2544, SC1(II ) = 0:0528 for joint 1 and
SC2(I ) = 0:8033, SC2(II ) = 0:0679 for joint 2. Based

on the obtained values for this index, the second
controller (proposed here) has a better performance
in convergence to the sliding surface than the rst
controller presented in [28]. Inappropriate oscillations
around S = 0 using the rst controller are due to
the chattering phenomenon resulting from employing
constant SMC gain. Moreover, there are some peaks
in the response of the second controller (Figure 7) that
correspond to the time that non-compliant interaction
torques occur and to the starting and end times of the
applied disturbance torques. At the starting time of
each disturbance, the distance from the sliding surface
(Figure 7) and the tracking error (Figure 6) increase.
However, after a short time period, the controller
can adapt to this condition (existence of disturbance
in the system) and provide the sliding surface with
convergence (Figure 7), which results in tracking error
convergence to zero (Figure 6). Also, after nishing
each period of disturbance, a peak is generated again
due to the change of system's conditions.
For further evaluation of the controllers' performance, the input torques using two control strategies
are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b) for the joints 1 and
2, respectively.
Figure 8 shows that the input torque in
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Figure 8. Comparison of control input torques using two controllers for (a) joint 1, and (b) joint 2.

ControllerII is much smoother than the rst controller

that has a chattering behavior. In order to quantify the
amount of chattering, an index is de ned as CHi(j ) =
R (j )
j_i jdt for the controller j and the joint i. Therefore,
this index is calculated for the joint 1 as: CH1(I ) =
100:158 and CH1(II ) = 0:4017, and for the joint 2 as:
CH2(I ) = 138:822 and CH2(II ) = 0:166. Based on the
obtained values for the chattering index, superiority
of the second controller is revealed. The chattering in
ControllerI is due to the constant SMC's gain; however,
employing an adaptive SMC's gain in our proposed
method (ControllerII ) signi cantly reduces the chattering in the input torques. The peak labeled by R1 in
the control inputs (Figure 8) comes from the applied
human limb's interaction torques (de ned in Eq. (33)).
In other words, the controllers produce these control
inputs to move the robot toward the deviated reference
trajectory (qm ) as the response of the admittance
model (Eq. (11)). Furthermore, variations of the control input in the regions labeled by R2 and R3 in Figure 8 correspond to the e orts for compensation for two
consecutive disturbance torques described in Eq. (32).
Therefore, as seen in the above results, adaptation of the SMC gain in the proposed ControllerII
instead of using the static gain in ControllerI provides
smoother control input torques (Figure 8), better
sliding surface convergence (Figure 7), and relatively
similar tracking performance (Figure 6).
In the following results, the e ect of parametric
uncertainty on the nonlinear adaptive controller's
performance is evaluated. For this purpose, 20%,
50%, and 80% uncertainties are taken into account
for the system parameters. Performance of the rst
parameter estimation (b1 ) for di erent uncertainty
levels is shown in Figure 9. For further evaluation,
the adaptation performance of the proposed controller
for all 12 parameters of the system is presented in
Figure 10. In this evaluation (shown in Figure 10), the
parameters are considered to be completely uncertain

Figure 9. First parameter (b1 ) estimation for di erent
uncertainty intensities.

(with 100% uncertainty). As seen in Figures 9 and
10 and proven in Section 3.3, using the Lyapunov
e
stability analysis, the parameters estimation error ()
may not converge to zero, but it has a bounded value
with di erent uncertainty levels. Note that real values
of the system parameters are:  = [0:3069; 0:1846;
0:0618; 0:0923; 0:0618; 0:0923; 0:0618; 0:1846; 0:0923;
0:0923; 0:2153; 0:6431] in these simulations.
The presented simulation studies show that the
proposed robust adaptive SMC strategy can provide
the patient with appropriate compliance with their
interaction torques. In addition, using an adaptive gain
SMC, this strategy can compensate for the disturbance
torques such that the chattering behavior is avoided
while the tracking errors remain small.

5. Conclusion
In this work, a nonlinear robust adaptive sliding mode
admittance control strategy was proposed for lower
limb exoskeleton rehabilitation robots. The nonlinear
dynamic model of a general multi-DOF exoskeleton
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Figure 10. Adaptation performance of 12 parameters of the exoskeleton rehabilitation robot .
interacting with the human limb was taken into account for designing the controller. In order to provide a compliant behavior, the proposed strategy was
augmented with an admittance model. This model
realized a suitable exible interaction with respect to
the non-compliant human torques during therapeutic exercises via generating the appropriate deviation
from the desired primary trajectory. Moreover, the
controller could adapt to the complete uncertainty of
robot dynamic parameters using an adaptation law.
Moreover, the Sliding Mode Control (SMC) scheme was
employed to provide robustness in the presence of nonparametric uncertainties. More importantly, another
adaptation law was de ned for updating the SMC
gain such that (a) the requirement for knowing the
bounds of disturbances and/or measurement errors was
eliminated, and (b) the control input's chattering was
signi cantly decreased in comparison with the previous
methods.
The stability analysis of the proposed controlled
robotic rehabilitation system and its robustness against
di erent uncertainties were conducted using the Lyapunov method. To evaluate the e ectiveness of the
proposed controller in comparison with the previously
presented one, some simulations were performed employing a nonlinear 2-DOF exoskeleton rehabilitation
robot interacting with a human lower-limb. The
obtained results indicated that the proposed controller
had a similar tracking performance to a constant
gain SMC scheme, but signi cantly smoother control
input torques. Therefore, the proposed controller
with an adaptive gain SMC scheme had appropriate performance in physical human-robot interactions,
which could be used for realistic robotic rehabilitation
systems in the presence of modeling uncertainties and
disturbances.
In future works, parameters of the admittance
model can be time-varying and updated during the
rehabilitation process according to the human-robot
interaction torques or other factors. Accordingly, the
admittance model can be adaptively adjusted during

the task based on the patient's e ort; however, the stability analysis of a model with time-varying parameters
is more challenging than that of the one used in this
work with constant parameters.

Nomenclature
Cb
Cm
CbR
CHi(j )
Cx q_x
eq
Fint

Fint;1 ; Fint;2
GbR
Gx

hH

J
Kb
KD
Km
KSMC
kB
Lb;1 ; Lb;2
Lcx ;1 ; Lcx ;2

Damping parameter of braces
Constant positive damping matrix in
admittance model
Estimated value for the matrix CR
Chattering index for controller j and
joint i
Centripetal and Coriolis torques in
joint space
Equivalent force of human noncompliant torque (at the ankle)
Interaction forces of braces 1 and 2,
respectively
Estimated value for the matrix GR
Gravitational torque in joint space
Human height
Jacobian matrix of the human limb
Sti ness parameter of braces
Constant matrix in adaptive control
Constant positive sti ness matrix in
admittance model
Constant matrix in SMC control
Sum of upper bounds of the
absolute disturbances and the torque
measurement error
Distances of the braces 1 and 2 from
the joints 1 and 2, respectively
Centers of masses of the rst and
second robot links/human limbs,
respectively
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Lx;1 ; Lx;2
Mm
Mx
cR
M

mH
qd
qm
qe

qem
q_r ; qr
qx ; q_x qx
S
SCi(j )
T Pi(j )
V
Y

int

b

e



R
H
int
dist
bint
c
bint
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Lengths of the rst and second robot
links/human limbs, respectively
Constant positive inertia matrix in
admittance model
Symmetric positive de nite inertia
matrix
Estimated value for the matrix MR
Human weight
Desired trajectory in joint space
Admittance model's response
Error vector of the exoskeleton
robot con guration with respect to
the admittance model's response
(qe = qR qm )
Error vector of the admittance model's
response (qem = qm qd )
Reference velocity and acceleration,
respectively
Position, velocity, and acceleration
vectors in the joint space, respectively.
Sliding surface
Sliding surface convergence index for
controller j and joint i
Tracking performance index for
controller j and joint i
Lyapunov function candidate
Regressor matrix
Diagonal positive matrix in adaptive
law for robot parameters
Bounded error between the actual int
and measured bint interaction torques
Vector of unknown parameters in robot
dynamics
Vector of estimated parameters in
robot dynamics
Vector of parameters estimation error
Positive constant in sliding surface
equation
Generated torques by the robotic
system
Generated torques by the human limb
Vector of the interaction torque
between the exoskeleton robot and the
human limb
Vector of disturbance torques acting
on the robot
Vector of measured interaction torques
Vector of measured interaction torques
after compensation for the human's
inertia and gravitation e ects



Constant diagonal matrix in adaptive
law for SMC gain
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